Esprit V8 Dump Valve Fitting
1. Remove Boot Floor. This is a series of 6mm bolts (M10 hex head) around the
sides and bottom of boot floor. You have to fold back carpet to access some
bolts. Remove 2No. 4mm allen bolts near engine bay and 2No. possi screws
behind carpet on vertical section facing engine bay. Unplug the electrical
connection for your interior light switch. Loosen (Do not remove) 2No. nuts
holding the header tank and slide off rail.
2. Remove 1No. 13mm headed bolt securing each turbo compressor ducts.
3. Loosen both jubilee clips securing the rubber link pipe (remove if in the way).
4. Now you should have enough play to remove the existing link pipe.
5. Using your new jubilee clips (or existing ones if necessary), fit these over the
new tee-piece and push as close to the centre as possible. We are trying to
make this tee-piece, which is 100mm long, as close to the existing link pipe.
You cannot simply cut down to this size, as there won’t be enough rubber left
to attach a jubilee clip. Mark the desired position and cut down new tee-pieces
with a sharp craft knife.
6. Now using the dump valve, measure so the valve end sits just flush with the
larger section, mark the desired position and cut down the 25mm section of
pipe. This is so the dump valves don’t fowl the boot floor but you can do this
after you have fitted the tee-piece and see how close it is to the boot floor
temporary in position.
7. This is the tricky bit, fit the new tee-piece to the inlet pipe first then the turbo
compressor pipe. The new tee-piece is stiffer than the existing link pipe so it
may take a bit a brut force.
8. Once fitted, secure with new jubilee clips, make sure you position the adjuster
where your screwdriver can access with the boot floor on (for any future
adjustment.
9. Fit the dump valves to the 25mm section of the tee-pieces and secure with new
jubilee clips.
10. Now for the vacuum pipe, fit one end to the left hand dump valve and cut it
where it meets the right hand dump valve. Push on the small plastic tee-piece
and then cut a short length of vacuum pipe, say 50-60mm and push this onto
the right hand dump valve. The other end should now push onto the small
plastic tee-piece. Now with the remainder of the vacuum pipe, push this onto
the last hole of the small plastic tee-piece and feed behind the header tank
hoses and under the right hand air filter and behind the boost solenoid valve
(which is mounted forward of the air filter).
11. This pipe should now be linked to the pipe going to the front of the plenum
(see diagram) using the second small plastic tee-piece supplied. You need to
cut a short section of vacuum pipe, say 40mm-50mm to fit over the pipe to
plenum where you’ve just taken the existing one away. This now should be
connected to one of the tee-piece ports.
12. Now you’ve finished. Re-fix the boot floor in reverse order, remembering to
locate your electrical connection for your interior light switch!
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